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windream.CON 2017
Experience digitalization live
Please save this date: on September 19 and 20, 2017, our big ECM trade conference for digital process and document management, the windream.CON 2017, will take place – for the
fourth time already. The trade conference will take place at the RuhrCongress Bochum. We
will present ways and visions to make digital document management a success factor in
every day operational practice.

Current trends, future developments
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Digitalization: No sooner thought than done!
Furthermore, together with our partners and other ECM experts, we will present how to implement
concepts and concrete approaches successfully in companies, all according to the motto “Digitalization: No sooner thought than done!”
Starting with the basics of digital document management via capturing and scanning documents
over to classified and indexed storage, integrated digital processes and mobile availability on the
relevant mobile devices: We will point out what to keep in mind when setting up an efficient document management. On this background, windream customers will get the chance to share their
own experiences from their ECM projects and present practical solution scenarios.
Further presentations dealing with the technical know-how for the windream ECM system will complete the presentation program.

Accompanying exhibition ”Getting in touch with ECM“
Additionally, the windream.CON will host a large product exhibition and presentations about modern ECM solutions for the windream ECM system, all according to the motto ”Getting in touch with
ECM“.
Our co-exhibiting partners will complement the presentation program and introduce extensions and
interfaces for the windream ECM system and will be available for discussions and product presentations.

Further details and tickets: windream.com/wdCON
Make sure to get your tickets for our ECM trade conference on September 19 and 20 at the
RuhrCongress Bochum now.
windream.CON 2017 tickets
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”Certified for Microsoft Dynamics NAV“

Certified Partner Solution
Windream integration into Microsoft Dynamics NAV by our partner BSS
gains official Microsoft certification
Our windream integration partner BSS Business Solutions for Services GmbH has been
granted the certification “Certified for Microsoft Dynamics NAV“ by the Microsoft Corporation for their windream interface for Microsoft Dynamics
NAV.
BSS define themselves as partner for medium sized companies
and offer customized software solutions based on the well-known
ERP solution Microsoft Dynamics NAV, especially for companies
from the service industry. The diverse industry solutions that BSS
has implemented in numerous customer projects, among others for building service providers, personnel service providers, temporary employment agencies, security companies, event service providers and craft service companies are highly customized to the special requirements of the respective industry.

ERP standard extended by ECM features
Via the Microsoft-certified windream integration, the range of functions of these solutions is extended by the functions for digital document management offered by the windream ECM system.
The

certified

interface

itself

is

named

“BSS | NAVLink for windream“ and guarantees, among other things, a compliant storage
and archiving of all documents occurring in an ERP environment, for example incoming and outgoing documents.
Furthermore, new, comprehensive functions for document and process management will be available for users. That includes, among other things, the automated transfer of documents that have
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been created or captured in the ERP system to the ECM system. In this context, the automated
versioning of documents is performed as well. This way the associated documents are always upto date and big amounts of documents are kept on a constant level. Further on, the dynamic views
on complex customer, order and project files supports users in keeping an overview of complex
document processes at any time. The dynamic view allows users to sort the complete document
count of the system according to individual criteria on a completely virtual basis without changing
the actual folder structure of a windream drive. These are only a few of the additional features that
are available for users with the certified windream integration.

Further information
For further information concerning the BSS range of services, please contact our partner directly:
Please contact Thorsten Siegmund, under the phone number +49 208 299399-15 or via email:
thorsten.siegmund@bss-west.de. Or visit www.bss-west.de.
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windream Product Releases
Our product management has confirmed the following product releases:
•

windream 6.5.0.7 Server for Oracle 12.2 and Microsoft Windows Server 2016

The windream version 6.5.0.7 Server is officially released for operation with the Oracle database
12.2 and on Microsoft Windows Server 2016. The release for Windows Server 2016 is restricted
and does not yet include the use of windream ObjectStore 7.
Please keep in mind that to perform the installation on Windows Server 2016, the windream patch
WM_6_5_0_7_Libmmarc_Patch_1 has to be installed after the windream installation.

Microsoft Patch Solves Problems after Windows 10
Creators Update
Faulty display of date and time fields corrected
It came to our attention that, in some cases, the display of date and time fields did not work
correctly after performing a Windows 10 Creators Update. In some cases, even the display
of the windream index fields is affected if they contain date or time values.
The problem described is not a windream specific one but based on an error in the Microsoft Creators Update for Windows 10. As a matter of fact, before installing this update, the error did not occur. Meanwhile Microsoft has made a patch available that can be found and installed under the
following link:
https://support.microsoft.com/en-us/help/4022725/windows-10-update-kb4022725
We recommend that windream users who are affected by the problem after a Windows 10 Creators Update install the patch. After that, the display of date and time fields should work correctly
again.
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Current windream Patches
The windream product management provides current patches for windream version 5.5.0.9
and recommends installing these. Furthermore, windream customers who are still using
windream version 6.5 should update to version 6.5.0.7.
Current patches for the windream ECM system are available
via our download portal. For an overview of all current updates, please visit the following link.
.
Download portal patches & hotfixes

windream – Compact Trainings in English
Get a compact overview of the most important training contents
This compact training in English will be a fixed component of the training agenda of 2017 again. The training is
designed for English-speaking windream partners and
windream customers especially and combines the most
important contents of many windream trainings. The training block will take place at our
headquarters in Bochum from August 14 to August 25.
The contents are presented based on the current windream version 6.5. A short overview over the
modules that are part of this training:

Week 1 (August 14 to 18):
•

windream – Initial Sales Training

•

windream – Installation and Configuration

•

windream – Administration

•

windream – Solutions
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Week 2 (August 21 to 25):
•

windream Exchange – E-Mail Archiving

•

windream SDK – Programming Interfaces

•

windream BPM – Business Process Management

•

windream BPM – Programming Interfaces

windream – Compact Training in English

Focus on: windream BPM – BPM Programming Interfaces
In the following section, we will introduce the contents of a training module that
will be part of the Compact Training in English. In this case: windream BPM –
BPM Programming Interfaces…
windream BPM (Business Process Management) offers administrators and developers a wide variety of possibilities for managing processes and processing steps. For example, workflow forms or
automated processing steps with programming logic can be created and adjusted individually.
Such integrations can be realized conveniently via the windream BPM object model.
This training module conveys the know-how required for using the programming interfaces provided by windream BPM efficiently. Practical examples will be used to deepen the acquired
knowledge.

Training Program in German Language
Furthermore, you will be given an overview of our training program in German language under the
following link: www.windream.com/schulungen.
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Further Information and Registration
For further questions, your registration for this training block, or for your individual suggestion for
topics to be covered, please contact our partner management via e-mail partner@windream.com
or telephone +49 234 9734-541. We are looking forward to hearing from you.

windream Events
Online Agenda
For

an

overview

of

our

current

event

dates

and

for

further

information,

visit

www.windream.com/infothek/veranstaltungen.
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